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       As technology evolves, so does our behavior as humans in society. “On example of this is the 
gaming industry. People are able to interact and socialize more than meeting with real people 
outside of their homes. Virtual Reality games like VR Chat and Beat Saber, they are able to take 
on a 3d world, an experience they will forever cherish, even without having to do that specific 
event. If people don’t have access to this, they can watch other gamers & streamers doing 
stuff  the youth like.” (Jimmy Fallon Interview with Ninja, some sources from Quora and The 
Huffington Post). Streamers Include Ninja, Ali-A, and PewDiePie who have made a great 
influence in society and digital media. 
       Another way of evolving technologies is in our vehicles. These new technologies help the 
environment stay cleaner, doesn’t hurt the economy, and can get us to locations faster. The 
following is a list items that helped revolutionize our cars into society 

• Fuel Injection System 
• Cameras instead of Mirrors (Towing Camera, Dash Camera) 
• Smart Keys 
• Electric Cars (Ex. Tesla Model X, Jaguar I-Pace, ect.) 

“Cars in the future won’t be a necessity anymore, as oil is being used and burned constantly and 
there high prices, we either have to go back living an industrialized lifestyle or switch to Electric 
and Hydrogen Fuel Cell cars.” Off of The Infographics Show & Donut Media. 
       The last story I’d like to cover has something to do with big tech companies like Apple, 
Google, PayPal and their CEOs. Apple has been the forefront of the big tech companies with a net 
worth around “945 billion dollars, about to become the first American company to have a net 
worth of 1 trillion.” An Article written from Paul R. La Monica from CNN Business. Google has 
only been around for 20 years and it’s becoming the most important tech company. With their 
innovations like Google Earth, and their many apps that have made our lives easier. One example 
is  YouTube. Google makes its money from customers who buy their products and also make 
money through ads. They have net worth of more than 775 billion dollars. PayPal, “A money 
holdings and payments company,” it’s something we can’t  live without. With PayPal, we are able 
to pay someone from a device to another device, across long distances, keep your stock holdings 
of money. “It only has an estimated net worth of more than 105 billion dollars.” 
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